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EDITOR’S CHOICE
Trap-Related Breakdown and Filamentary Conduction in
Carbon Doped GaN
Christian Koller,* Gregor Pobegen, Clemens Ostermaier, Gebhard Hecke,
Richard Neumann, Martin Holzbauer, Gottfried Strasser, and Dionyz Pogany
A breakdown phenomenon is studied in thin carbon doped GaN layers
(GaN:C; carbon concentration 1019 cm�3) embedded between a top metal
electrode and bottom n-doped GaN (n-GaN). When slowly sweeping
positive bias V at the top electrode up and down, a hysteresis is found with
transitions to on- and off-states at voltages Vbd;up and Vbd;down (<Vbd,up),
respectively, and on- to off-current ratios exceeding 103. Breakdown at
Vbd;up occurs at an electric field of about 0.5MV cm�1 in GaN:C. For
Vbd;down < V < Vbd;up, transition to on-state is time-dependent with random
time-to-breakdown in the ms to 10s range. Electroluminescence measure-
ments in on-state show conduction via multiple standing or slowly moving
current filaments (CFs) which number and size increases with total current.
The origin of an S-shape I–V curve leading to hysteresis behavior is
discussed in terms of trap-related nonlinear generation-recombination
processes. Formation of multiple CFs is explained by spontaneous CF
formation in a homogeneous spatially extended system composed of an
active medium with S-shape I–V curve (here GaN:C) connected in series
with a passive layer (here n-GaN). Unlike previous studies in various III-N
opto-electronic systems, extended defects are supposed not to be responsi-
ble for the CF origin but just for their pinning.
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1. Introduction

Carbon on nitrogen site (CN) is supposed to
be a deep acceptor with the energy level
0.8 eV above the valence band maximum
(EV) of GaN causing the yellow and blue
luminescence.[1,2] In AlGaN/GaN field
effect transistors carbon doping compen-
sates residual donors in GaN buffers which
increases the breakdown voltage and
reduces vertical leakage current.[3,4] This
is supposed to be because of the Fermi-
level pinning at the carbon level near EV
þ0.8 eV which renders the GaN buffer
semi-insulating.[5] However, negative
charge trapping in the carbon-related
defects causes undesirable effects such as
transient decrease of drain current after
returning the device from off- to on-state.[4–
8] This effect is also called current collapse
and is due to transient depletion of the two-
dimensional electron gas.[5,8]

Recently, we have analyzed complex
bias-dependent charge redistribution in
thin carbon doped GaN (GaN:C) layers
embedded between a top metal electrode and bottom n-doped
GaN (n-GaN).[9,10] Using capacitance–voltage (C–V) measure-
ments and capacitance transient spectroscopy, such a simple
structure allows determining potential drops in the n-GaN and
GaN:C layers both in DC and transient regimes. One of the main
finding was that Fermi-level pinning at the CN level has been
confirmed.[9] At negative and moderate positive biases at the top
electrode a very low leakage current has been found. At positive
bias a potential barrier at the GaN:C/n-GaN interface is formed
due to negatively charged carbon defects, which limits the
leakage current (i.e., blocking behavior).

This work reports on the origin of a sharp current rise,
referred here as “breakdown,” and related hysteresis in the
current–voltage (I–V) characteristics occurring at positive bias
range not explored previously. The I–V measurements are
correlated with electroluminescence (EL) analysis. The origin of
the breakdown and observed spotty (filamentary) conduction is
discussed in terms of defect-related nonlinear generation-
recombination processes[11] and current filament theories for
bistable systems with S-shape I–V characteristics.[12–14] Further
the role of extended defects in the filamentation behavior is
discussed. We notice that while the reverse leakage current and
the blocking behavior at forward bias in the studied structures
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2. Experimental

Figure 1 shows schematically the investigated structures,
whereby two samples with GaN:C thicknesses d of roughly
200 and 300 nm with a nominal carbon concentration of
1019 cm�3 are used. They are grown by metalorganic chemical
vapor deposition on 1.7mm thick Si-doped GaN (n-GaN) on a
transition layer (TL) on 6 inch p-doped Si substrate.[9] On top of
the GaN:C layers semitransparent only few nm thick Ti/Au
contacts with a diameter of 220mm are used for electrolumines-
cence (EL) experiments and square opaque Ti/Al contacts with
100mm side length for pure electrical characterization. The I–V
and transient current measurements have been performed both
in voltage- and current-controlled modes. Although I–V analysis
has been performed also at various ambient temperatures, here
we present only room temperature results. EL measurements
have been performed from top side using a charge coupled
device (CCD) image sensor and 20� microscope objective. The
setup’s high energy cutoff defined by optics is at 3.2 eV which is
below the GaN band gap (3.4 eV).[15]
3. Results

Figure 2a,b show the typical I–V characteristics of a device
recorded by sweeping positive voltage V up (solid line) and down
(dashed line) with a rate of 1.5 Vs�1. While Figure 2a shows the
data in the linear scale, (b) shows the same data in the
logarithmic scale. A distinct hysteresis behavior can be seen with
transition voltages Vbd;up and Vbd;down. For V9Vbd;down ¼ 6:5 V,
further called off-state, I increases roughly exponentially with V
while for V0Vbd;up ¼ 8:5 V, further called on-state, I increases
rather linear with V with a differential resistance of Rdiff ¼
10 kΩ (see Figure 2a). Itr and Ih represent trigger and holding
current, respectively.

Figure 3a shows that in the off-state the current scales linearly
with the device area indicating homogeneous current flow in
GaN:C. The differential resistance in on-state (i.e., for
V > Vbd;up, see Figure 2a) is limited by the series resistance
Figure 1. Schematic structure of investigated samples.
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of the base structure (i.e., n-GaN/TL/Si-substrate). An abrupt
transition to the on-state at Vbd;up causes current rise of 3–4
orders of magnitude. The hysteresis behavior in the bistability
region Vbd;down < V < Vbd;up is systematically observed over
hundreds of devices on the wafer. Figure 3b compares typical up-
sweep I–V curves of devices with two different thicknesses of
GaN:C showing that Vbd;up increases with GaN:C thickness.

The above results indicate the existence of an S-shape I–V
characteristic with a negative differential resistance (NDR)
region[12,13] which origin will be discussed later. To further
investigate the bistability region we have performed measure-
ments in current-controlled mode (“I-mode”). Figure 2c shows
the I–V curves recorded in current-controlled mode sweeping
the current up (thick solid line) and down (thick dashed line).
The observed hysteresis in the I-mode between the trigger
current Itr and holding current Ih indicates more complex than
just S-shape I–V curve. This is typical for spontaneous current
filament (CF) formation in spatially extended homogeneous
bistable systems having the S-shape current density–electric
field (J–E) characteristics.[13,14,16] Thus, laterally small and large
devices can exhibit different I–V curves related to respective
homogeneous and inhomogeneous current flow. The introduc-
tory part of ref. [17] explains concisely the formation and branches
of filamentary I–V curves.

In order to visualize the filamentary behavior, EL measure-
ments have been performed. Figure 4a demonstrates homoge-
neous light emission in off-state which indicates homogeneous
current flow at least in the mm-scale. The signal is weak
requiring long integration times in theminutes range. We notice
that unlike other EL measurements presented in this paper, EL
in the off-state has been recorded at elevated ambient
temperature (475K) to increase the off-state current[10] and
thus also the EL signal (at room temperature no signal was
detected). In on-state, EL reveals the appearance of emission
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim2 of 8)
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Figure 2. I–V characteristics for samples with d¼ 200 nm recorded in (a,b) voltage- and (c) current-controlled mode, whereby (a) shows current in linear
and (b,c) in logarithmic scale. Up- and down-sweeps are represented by solid (red) and dashed (blue) lines, respectively. In (c), the voltage-controlled
measurements from (a) are given by light grey lines for comparison.
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spots which size and number increases with voltage or current.
Each EL spot is attributed to a localized current filament (CF).
Figure 4b–f show EL patterns recorded for increasing voltage.
The size of a single CF grows from about 1–2mm at 9V up to
roughly 10mm at 20V. Observing such a large single CF is,
however, very rare since it is unstable and has the tendency to
split.

The process of splitting of a larger CF into smaller multiple
CFs at a constant voltage of 10V is documented in Figure 5.
While at the beginning (time t ¼ 0) only one CF exists
(Figure 5a), after 2 s it has already split into two CFs of
comparable sizes (Figure 5b). At t ¼ 3 s one of the new CFs has
moved to the left while the first (CF1) remains pinned to the
original position (Figure 5c). At t ¼ 5 s the second CF hasmoved
on to a more distant spot where its size exceeds the first spot,
indicating current redistribution between the two CFs. Similar to
the first spot in Figure 5a it stays rather stable until t¼ 19 s when
it splits into three smaller CFs (Figure 5e). Between t ¼ 19 and
t ¼ 31 s the three CFs on the left of Figure 5e merged again and
split into two CFs as can be seen in the left part of Figure 5f. It is
remarkable that the position of CF1 (see Figure 5c) remains
unchanged (pinned). However, pinning for long time is rare.
Some spots are more stable than others, however after a certain
time they often move to different positions. It is also
mentionable that by switching to off- and back to on-state CFs
usually form at new positions. By recording EL videos with a
time resolution of 100ms, CFs are found to move not with a
constant pace but rather jump from one metastable spot to the
next within a time smaller than 100ms and distances of few mm.
The above results indicate that the number of CFs can fluctuate
Figure 3. Voltage-controlled up-sweep I–V characteristics for samples wit
thickness d.
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and that there exists a maximal stable size of a CF. Figure 6
shows a typical multiple filamentary pattern at V ¼ 14 V,
showing that the number of CFs rises with bias or current
(compare with Figure 5 for V ¼ 10 V).

Up to now we have presented I–V measurements with a
constant but slow voltage sweeping rate (Figures 2a,b and 3). By
using such a method the measured parameters of the hysteresis
Vbd;up and Vbd;down are quite reproducible from sweep to sweep.
To investigate the time behavior of the transition from off- to the
on-state we rapidly increased the bias from 0V to V in the
bistability region, that is, Vbd;down < V < Vbd;up. Figure 7 shows
several such transients of current I(t) recorded consecutively for
V ¼ 9 V for a device with Vbd;up ¼ 9:5 V. One can see that the
time-to-breakdown tBD is random from case to case and varies in
the ms to 10s range. As V approaches Vbd;up, the averaged tBD
decreases. Thus, increasing (decreasing) sweeping rate in DC
measurements causes the increase (decrease) in Vbd;up (not
shown). The observed variation of breakdown time tBD is likely
related to the appearance of light EL spots at new positions in
repeating EL measurements.
4. Discussion

The exponential rise of the current with voltage in off-state has
previously been attributed to charge transport via defect bands in
GaN:C whereby almost the whole potential drops in the GaN:C
layer for bias V > 1:6 V.[9,10] Negative charge accumulation in
GaN:C causes formation of a potential barrier φi which prevents
electron injection from n-GaN into GaN:C conduction band (CB)
h (a) different contact diameter D for d¼ 300 nm, (b) different GaN:C
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Figure 4. a) Electroluminescence image in off-state for V ¼ 5 V at 475 K
with integration time tint ¼ 600 s. Black dots represent the contact
perimeter. b–f) EL images at room temperature with tint ¼ 1 s in on-state
for different biases indicated directly in the figures. The field of view is the
zoom of the active area around the position of a found EL spot. A device
with d ¼ 200 nm and Vbd;up � 8 V has been investigated.

Figure 6. EL measurements recorded at V ¼ 14 V (averaged current
¼ 10mA) showing multiple current filaments.
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as shown in Figure 8a. In the following, we consider that the
sudden reduction of the height of this barrier is the origin of the
breakdown.

The time-to-breakdown behavior (Figure 7) and temporal
behavior of EL spots (Figures 4–6) indicate that trap-related
phenomena are likely involved in the breakdown mechanism.
We can exclude the self-heating effect as the reason for the
breakdown initiation since the power dissipated in the
homogeneous off-state produces negligible temperature rise.
In literature, there exists a large class of nonlinear generation-
recombination processes including defects which can lead to
non-equilibrium phase transition of first order resulting in the S-
shape I–V curve.[11] Considering linear potential drop in GaN:C
and data of Figure 3b, the electric field at Vbd;up is estimated to
0.4–0.5MVcm�1 which is much less than the field 3–3.4MV
cm�1 for generation of electron-hole pairs by impact ionization
in GaN.[18,19] So we can likely exclude the latter mechanism as
the origin for the breakdown (here we do not consider extreme
modification of electric field by strong injection effects as e.g. in
Figure 5. EL images at V ¼ 10 V (averaged current¼ 3mA) at six selected
time instants (a–f) showing the current filament splitting, moving, and
merging. The field of view is fixed around the position of EL spots. The
position of a pinned filament is indicated by “CF1” in (c).
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ref. [20]). Schöll[21] and Landsberg[22] have considered a model
where the generation process governed by impurity impact
ionization and the recombination process by electron-hole
annihilation lead to an S-shape I–V curve. Impurity impact
ionization is a kind of Auger process where a free electron from a
band impinges an occupied defect state causing its ionization
(see Figure 8b).[21,23] Applying to our case, when an electron
injected from n-GaN into the CB of GaN:C impacts an occupied
carbon defect (Figure 8c) it causes its ionization, that is its
transition to non-occupied state. The resulting reduction of
negative charge will decrease the potential barrier φi by Δφi and
thus increase the carrier injection into GaN:C (Figure 8d). This
represents a closed positive feedback loop which causes the
sudden increase in current at Vbd;up. The field-controlled nature
of the mechanism[21,23] is consistent with our observations
(Figure 3b). On the other hand, the recombination is supposed to
occur between the electrons in the CB of GaN:C and holes
injected from the metal contact to the valence band of GaN:C.
The existence of holes is supported by the observed below band
gap EL, because the unoccupied state of carbon defect required
for optical transition is provided by hole capture.[1] We would like
to notice that, in principle, also other trap- and field-related
mechanisms can be considered leading to the NDR. Since the
hole capture could also lead to the less negative trapped charge
Figure 7. Current as function of time for eight consecutive measurements
after bias steps from 0 to V ¼ 9 V. The measurement lasted for 100 s with
10 s resting time between consecutive measurements and the number
indicates the sweep number. tBD indicates the time-to-breakdown for one
measurement.

© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim4 of 8)
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Figure 8. a) Band diagram in off-state with indicated energy position of
the carbon acceptor Ea and barrier φi (based on ref. [9]); (b) Schematic
energy – wave vector (E–k) diagram and equation representing the
process of impurity impact ionization; e� is electron, CNð�Þ and CNð0Þ
the occupied and unoccupied carbon defect, respectively. c,d) are band
diagrams showing the process of impurity impact ionization at the onset
of the breakdown and in the on-state: (c) An electron injected from n-GaN
impinges the carbon defect, (d) the ionization of the carbon defect causes
less negative charge in GaN:C and thus reduces the energy barrier at the
interface by Δφi. The two dots in conduction band in (d) indicate that the
number of outcoming electrons is doubled (see the equation in [b]). The
massive electron injection from n-GaN to GaN:C is indicated by a thick
arrow.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the time evolution of the S-shape
I–V characteristics: the solid line 1 is the initial I–V curve. Dashed line 2
shows the I–V characteristics at the moment of transition from off- to on-
state (indicated by the dotted arrow). This occurs when the decreasing
Vbd;up reaches the applied voltage V. Dashed line 3 shows the I–V curve at
later times in the on-state. The black arrow indicates the evolution of
Vbd;up with time.
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and thus to the reduction of potential barrier φi, holes could be,
in principle, also involved in the origin of the positive feedback at
Vbd;up and NDR formation. The exact mechanism still needs to
be elaborated. However, self-heating effect[24] can be ruled out:
considering exaggeratedly small filament size of 1mm and
typical dissipated power of 1mW in on-state the estimated
temperature rise is only few degrees which cannot explain the
NDR.

We suppose that the time-to-breakdown behavior (Figure 7) is
caused by the slow φi decrease due to slow detrapping from the
carbon state, maybe also assisted by electric field.[25] The slow
increase in current with time in off-state as seen in Figure 7
supports this statement. At some critically lowered barrier φi a
positive feedback is initiated, leading to the breakdown at a local
position. Phenomenologically, one can consider that the I–V
curve, and the value of Vbd;up, vary with time. Figure 9 shows the
schematics of an S-shape I–V characteristic in the initial state
(solid line) and at later times (dashed lines). When applying
voltage V slightly below the initialVbd;up, the shift of Vbd;up below
V will cause a sudden jump from off- to on-state (Figure 9). In
summary, we consider a slow trap-related mechanism causing
the time-to-breakdown behavior and a fast process of transition
from off- to on-state related to an impurity impact ionization
related process.

Let us discuss now the origin of multiple CFs. We consider a
spatially homogeneous system with S-shape current density–
voltage (J–V) characteristics. Typical hJi�V curves for small and
Phys. Status Solidi B 2019, 256, 1800527 1800527 (
large devices are compared in Figure 10a. The averaged current
density hJi has been used in vertical axes so that the I–V curve
with homogeneous current flow and filamentary I–V curve can
be plotted in one graph. In sufficiently small devices, the current
flows homogeneously and the I–V curve will have exactly the
same shape as the J–V characteristics (i.e. I ¼ A� J ¼ A� hJi,
where A is the device area), see curve “small device” in
Figure 10a. However, in a large device forced to operate in
bistability region, the spatially homogeneous current flow
becomes unstable against fluctuations (e.g. in carrier density
and electric field).[13,14,16] As a consequence the on- and off-state
regions with respective high and low current densities can
eventually separate, giving rise to a CF. For extended systems
where the active region with S-shape J–V characteristics is
directly embedded in between two equipotential planes, the
filamentary I–V characteristics shows one stable vertical I–V
branch and two unstable branches,[16,17] see Figure 10a. The
vertical I–V branch occurs at so-called coexistence voltageVco (10
(a)), common for the whole device, where the on-state (i.e. CF)
and off-state coexist. When the imposed current I increases, the
size of the CF, wF, will increase as wF ¼ I=Jco, where Jco is the
current density at Vco, see Figure 10a. At currents greater than
� Jco � A the current will flow homogeneously along the device
area. The corresponding I–V part is denoted here by the “real
homogeneous on-state”; the naming will be obvious later.
However, in case when the active region is in series with a
passive Ohmic layer (here it is the n-GaN layer), formation of
multiple filaments, rather than formation of one large CF, is
more favorable.[26–31] Figure 11a shows schematics of current
flow lines in the GaN:C/n-GaN system aligned to current density
distribution (b), conduction band minimum (c), and assumed
charge density (d) distribution in GaN:C for such a situation. The
multiple CFs are more stable due to the lateral current spreading
in the Ohmic layer at the edge of the CF (Figure 11a) which
causes a lower potential drop in the passive layer compared to the
case of a large CF. There exists an interval of minimum and
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim5 of 8)
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Figure 10. Schematic filamentary hJi�V curves for the cases of single (a,
b) and multiple (c,d) CFs; (a,c) are the curves for Rcom ¼ 0, while (b) and
(d) are for Rcom > 0. The averaged current density hJi is used in vertical
axes so that the I–V curves with homogeneous (see “small device” in (a))
and inhomogeneous current flow can be compared in one graph. The off-
state, stable filamentary, unstable filamentary and “real homogeneous on-
state” I–V branches in large devices are indicated. The voltages Vbd;up,
Vbd;down (in (b,d)) and currents Itr and Ih can be directly mapped to data of
Figure 2 (see mapping to “available data” range in (b)). For simplicity we
consider a maximum number of four for CFs and that CFs with maximally
two different NF numbers can realize. In an example in (d), at V ¼ V1

exactly three CFs are stable while at V¼ V2 three or four CFs are stable.

Figure 11. a) Schematic model showing current flow lines in the active
GaN:C layer connected in series with a passive layer (n-GaN). In (b)–(d)
the respective current density J, conduction band minimum Ec and
negative charge σi per area in GaN:C are illustrated as function of a lateral
coordinate x. e) The simplified lumped element model represents the CFs
in the analyzed structure: Iact is a current source representing the active
GaN:C, Rpas the resistance of the passive n-GaN layer, and Rcom the
common resistance of the n-GaN/TL/Si-substrate system called here
based structure (BS). The two arrows show the parallel components of
Rpas representing the lateral current flow in the passive layer.
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maximum possible CF sizes where the CF is stable.[30] A CF with
size larger than the maximum size becomes unstable and
therefore splits to smaller CFs, which is also observed in our
experiments (Figures 5 and 6). Within the stability interval, CFs
with different numbers and sizes can appear at the same bias,[31]

which is also observed in Figure 5.
A lumped element representation of the situation with

multiple CFs is shown in Figure 11e, where the active element
(i.e. GaN:C) represented by the current source Iact is connected in
series with the resistance Rpas of the passive n-GaN layer. The
resistances related to the lateral current flow are indicated by
arrows in one CF. In addition, we consider a common resistance
Rcom of the base structure (i.e. n-GaN/TL/Si-substrate) system.
Previously it has been shown that I–V curves related to different
numbers of CFs exhibit a zig-zag behavior related to potential
drop on Rpas due to different current flowing through a CF.[27,31]

A hypothetical filamentary I–V curve for a device with a
maximum number of CFs of four (NF¼ 4) and for Rcom ¼ 0 is
shown in Figure 10c. It originates by “splitting” of the vertical
filamentary branch of the I–V curve from Figure 10a when Rpas

has a finite value. With the increase of imposed current, the
Phys. Status Solidi B 2019, 256, 1800527 1800527 (
averaged number of CFs increases. We notice that taking into
account the observed CF diameters in the range of 3mm, the
number of CFs for our device area of 8000mm2 could reach
several hundreds which is much larger than NF¼ 4.

Figure 10b,d show how the respective I–V curves from
Figure 10a,c tilt when the series resistance Rcom is considered. In
Figure 10b (applicable also to Figure 10d) we indicate key
parameters determining the hysteresis behavior (i.e. Vbd;up,
Vbd;down, Itr, and Ih), which can be directly related to the
experimental data in Figure 2. One can also see that it is the tilted
filamentary branch in Figure 10b,d which is mapped into the
“on-state” I–V branch from experiments in Figure 2b, see the
indicated “available data” range in Figure 10b. This is obvious
since in our experiment we worked in the bias regime where only
a part of the device area was filled with CFs, so the “real
homogeneous on-state” I–V branch was not reached (see
Figure 10b).

Furthermore we notice that we did not observe the zig-zag I–V
behavior from Figure 10d in our data in Figure 2.We think this is
due to the fact that the series resistance Rcom is much larger than
Rpas (see Figure 11e). As a result, we think the voltage steps
related to I–V branches with different number of CFs[27,31] are
very small and cannot be distinguished from noise in our
experiments.

Since GaN is a material with a large concentration of extended
defects such as dislocations (�109 cm�2)[32] in the next we shortly
discuss their possible role. EL spots due to localized conduction
have been observed in reverse biased InGaN/GaN light emitting
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim6 of 8)
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diodes (LEDs).[33,34] It has been found that the EL spots occur at
the position of screw and mixed dislocations,[34,35] so it is
assumed that the current flows in the leakage paths related to
dislocations.[32] Our results indicate that multiple CFs in the
studied GaN:C/n-GaN structures are formed spontaneously.
Thus, in our case extended defects are considered not to be
mandatory for formation of localized CFs. However, extended
defects can pin CFs at their position. The pinning observed in
Figure 5 can be such a case. Pinning of spontaneously created
CFs by defects has also been considered in other systems.[36] In
our case, pinning can be due to local reduction in Vbd;up caused
by the charge of an extended defect (see the discussion related to
Figure 9). Finally, the movement of the CFs can be caused by
slight inhomogeneities in charge trapping in lateral directions
which drives the CF in random directions. However, when the
CF moves to the position of an extended defect, pinning can
occur as mentioned above.
5. Conclusions

The observed breakdown and I–V hysteresis behavior in the
studied GaN:C/n-GaN system can be attributed to a class of
generation-recombination induced non-equilibrium phase
transitions, leading to an S-shape I–V characteristics. When
a critical electrical field is reached, the energy barrier at the
GaN:C/n-GaN interface reduces which causes massive elec-
tron injection from n-GaN to conduction band of GaN:C. This
is likely governed by processes of impurity impact ionization
of carbon defects and electron-hole recombination, but other
mechanisms leading to NDR are not excluded. The electrolu-
minescence experiments reveal on-state conduction in form of
multiple, size-limited current filaments which can spilt,
merge, move, and rarely be pinned. The formation of multiple
CFs is spontaneous and can be explained by theories of
bistable semiconductor systems considering an active element
(GaN:C) connected in series with a passive layer (n-GaN). The
extended defects do not play a role in CF formation, but they
can pin the CFs. The time-to-breakdown behavior is attributed
to fluctuations in slow discharging of carbon defects. We also
remark that in the actual EL experiments, performed at fixed
voltage, the current can vary (not examined) while in EL
measurements under constant current the voltage would
change. Since our experiments show that the breakdown
voltage Vbd;up can evolve with time, one may expect a slightly
different dynamics of CF splitting and movement under
current-controlled mode.
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